
 

 
NICK HART SINGS TEN ENGLISH FOLK SONGS 

ABOUT THE ALBUM 

Recorded during the first lockdown of 2020, Nick Hart Sings Ten English Folk Songs is 
in many ways a departure from the stripped back, live approach of Nick's first two 
albums. Deprived of a sound engineer and locked away in a house full of strange 
instruments, he was afforded the time and space to explore different approaches to the 
accompaniment of traditional song. Nick's distinctive guitar playing is augmented here 
by harmonium, lyre, viols and a host of percussion and woodwinds, and while some 
tracks were recorded completely live, others such as May Song and Dives and Lazarus 
have been given a more multi-layered treatment. At the heart of it though, Nick has 
approached the songs on this album with the care and sensitivity for which he has 
become known, allowing the them the space they need, while bringing to the fore the 
nuances in mode and meter that make these songs so special.  

TRACK-BY-TRACK INFORMATION 

May Song 
Carols are not just for Christmas. The term essentially means a folk song with a 
religious theme, and this is the first of three on this album. The song comes from 
Fowlmere in Cambridgeshire, where Nick's father was born, and is given a treatment 
appropriate to the austere religiosity of the lyrics. The octave unison of the male voices 
in the choruses is partly inspired by the monodic textures of Byzantine chant and its 
related traditions in the Islamic world, with vocal support kindly provided by Jonathan 
Darley, Dave Delarre, Sid Goldsmith, Richard Lock and Dave Malkin. Alongside Nick's 
guitar and percussion, Tom Moore's viola track completes the instrumental 
accompaniment.  

Jack Hall 
From the singing of Walter Pardon, this is perhaps the best example we have of a 
'gallows confessional'. These songs were written quickly in order to be printed in time for 
the execution of the criminal in question and very few of them were good enough to 
make their way into the oral tradition. The initial arrangement of this song was for four 
clarinets (two Bb and two bass), but having spent the best part of a week arranging, 



scoring and recording all of the parts, Nick was unhappy with it, finding it a little too rigid 
and metered. He decided to record one take of it for guitar and voice to see what it 
sounded like and that's what made it onto the album.  

The Outlandish Knight 
The melody of this comes from Mary-Anne Haynes who, in her mesmerising version, 
recasts the villain of the story as a 'Young Officer'. Wanting a few more verses however, 
Nick used words from the marvellous Suffolk singer Jumbo Brightwell. This track makes 
use of one of the new skills Nick acquired during lockdown, namely playing whistle and 
harmonium at the same time. 
  

Lemany 
Having heard Peter Bellamy's recording this song while still in his teens, Nick was 
reminded of it again after listening to the wonderful Scottish duo Burd Ellen. This was 
another live take, using an old mandolin with half of the strings removed.  

The Bold Pedlar and Robin Hood 
From a recording of the English Gypsy singer Denny Smith, recorded by Peter 
Shepheard in Gloucester in 1966, with some gaps filled in from other sources. This is 
the only track not recorded in Nick's back bedroom. Late in 2020, Nick filmed a handful 
of live performances at Tom Moore's studio in Norfolk, and realising it was a better take 
than the one intended for the album, decided to use the audio from that performance 
instead. You can see the video of this exact take on YouTube. 

Dives and Lazarus 
This carol, recounting the parable of the Rich Man and Lazarus, has one of the richest 
and most widely-used tunes in English-language folk song. This is the most 
instrumentally dense arrangement on the album, with the main accompaniment 
provided by a lyre, made by Nick from an old banjo and some table legs, and played 
using a similar technique to that of the krar in Ethiopia and Eritrea. The right hand 
strums all 6 of the strings, which are muted by the fingers and thumb of the left hand, 
the player lifting their fingers up to unmute the strings they want to sound. Alongside 
whistles, percussion and viol, it features another of Nick's homemade instruments, 
namely a bowed banjo with sympathetic strings.  

While some of the instrumental textures may sound rather exotic, the distinctive rhythm 
of this song is, to Nick's mind at least, decidedly English. Dance tunes with the same 
uneven 6/8 timing are generally referred to by English dance musicians as 'lumpy jigs' 
and the percussion parts on this track seek to accentuate that rhythmic nuance. 

Lucy Wan 
This rarest and most precious of songs was collected by Ella Bull in 1904 from a singer 
called Charlotte Dann. Both women were residents of Cottenham, one of the 'Fen Edge' 
villages that sit just north of Nick's home town of Cambridge. This song has been found 
very rarely in England, but what makes it so very special is that it is in the lydian mode, 
having a distinct raised fourth. This was an interesting experiment in heterophony, with 
the vocal recorded first and the clarinet part, which closely follows the melody, added 
after. The last to be added was the two viols, which make occasional departures from 
their droning to highlight snippets of the melody. The resulting sparseness may echo 
something of that bleak fenland landscape and the horrible subject matter of the text. 



Henry Martin 
This song comes from the singing of Sam Larner and has been in Nick's repertoire for 
over a decade. As with Haynes' Outlandish Knight, the seventh degree of the scale in 
this song is sometimes major, sometimes minor, giving a very distinctive colour to the 
melody. The older ballad 'Andrew Barton', from which this one seems to be derived, 
recounts the capture of a real pirate in 1511. A mostly live take, Nick accompanies 
himself here on tenor viol, with the viola line in the instrumental added later by Tom 
Moore. 

Under the Leaves of Life 
From the singing of May Bradley, this haunting little carol relates an encounter with the 
Virgin Mary on the way to Calgary. A completely live take, the archtop guitar was 
recorded with one mic close to the body, and one recording the amplifier in another 
room of the house. Tom Moore, who mixed the album, had very firm views as to what 
the balance between the two sources should be, as did Nick. Their many hours of 
discussion on the subject led to an eventual compromise with which they were both 
equally dissatisfied.   

Our Captain Calls 
From a recording of the Romani singer Tom Willett, while the melody is essentially the 
same as the canonical version, Willett's wonderful ornamentation and variations on the 
melody inspired Nick to record a version of his own. The pacifist undertones of this song 
have long been identified, and were perhaps the reason for the ironic snippet of Holst at 
the end. 
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